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PROLOGUE TO THE CANTERBURY TALES 

                                                                       -  CHAUCER 

Summary of the Poem 
In the beauty of April, the Narrator and 29 oddly assorted travelers happen to meet at the Tabard 

Inn in Southwark, London. This becomes the launching point for their 60-mile, four-day 

religious journey to the shrine of St. Thomas à Becket at the Cathedral in Canterbury. Great 

blessing and forgiveness were to be heaped upon those who made the pilgrimage; relics of the 

saint were enshrined there, and miracles had been reported by those who prayed before the 

shrine. Chaucer's pilgrims, however, are not all traveling for religious reasons. Many of them 

simply enjoy social contact or the adventure of travel. 

As the travelers are becoming acquainted, their Host, the innkeeper Harry Bailley, decides to join 

them. He suggests that they pass the time along the way by telling stories. Each pilgrim is to tell 

four stories—two on the way to Canterbury, and two on the return trip—a total of 120 stories. He 

will furnish dinner at the end of the trip to the one who tells the best tale. The framework is thus 

laid out for the organization of The Canterbury Tales. 

Chaucer, the Narrator, observes all of the characters as they are arriving and getting acquainted. 

He describes in detail most of the travelers which represent a cross-section of fourteenth-century 

English society. All levels are represented, beginning with the Knight who is the highest ranking 

character socially. Several levels of holiness and authority in the clergy are among the pilgrims 

while the majority of the characters are drawn from the middle class. A small number of the 

peasant class are also making the journey, most of them as servants to other pilgrims. 

As the travelers begin their journey the next morning, they draw straws to see who will tell the 

first tale. The Knight draws the shortest straw. He begins the storytelling with a long romantic 

epic about two brave young knights who both fall in love with the same woman and who spend 

years attempting to win her love. 

Everyone enjoys the tale and they agree that the trip is off to an excellent start. When the Host 

invites the Monk to tell a story to match the Knight's, the Miller, who is drunk, becomes so rude 

and insistent that he be allowed to go next that the Host allows it. The Miller's tale is indeed very 

funny, involving several tricks and a very dirty prank as a young wife conspires with her lover to 

make love to him right under her husband's nose. 

The Miller's fabliau upsets the Reeve because it involves an aging carpenter being cuckolded by 

his young wife, and the Reeve himself is aging and was formerly a carpenter. Insulted by the 

Miller, the Reeve retaliates with a tale about a miller who is made a fool of in very much the 

same manner as the carpenter in the preceding rendition. 

After the Reeve, the Cook speaks up and begins to tell another humorous adventure about a 

thieving, womanizing young apprentice. Chaucer did not finish writing this story; it stops almost 

at the beginning. 

When the dialogue among the travelers resumes, the morning is half gone and the Host, Harry 

Bailley, urges the Man of Law to begin his entry quickly. Being a lawyer, the Man of Law is 

very long-winded and relates a very long story about the life of a noblewoman named Constance 



who suffers patiently and virtuouly through a great many terrible trials. In the end she is 

rewarded for her perseverence. 

The Man of Law's recital, though lengthy, has pleased the other pilgrims very much. Harry 

Bailley then calls upon the Parson to tell a similar tale of goodness; but the Shipman, who wants 

to hear no more sermonizing, says he will take his turn next and will tell a merry story without a 

hint of preaching. Indeed, his story involves a lovely wife who cuckolds her husband to get 

money for a new dress and gets away with the whole affair. 

Evidently looking for contrast in subject matter, the Host next invites the Prioress to give them a 

story. Graciously, she relates a short legend about a little schoolboy who is martyred and through 

whose death a miracle takes place. 

After hearing this miraculous narrative, all of the travelers become very subdued, so the Host 

calls upon the Narrator (Chaucer) to liven things up. Slyly making fun of the Host's literary 

pretensions, Chaucer recites a brilliant parody on knighthood composed in low rhyme. Harry 

hates Chaucer's poem and interrupts to complain; again in jest, Chaucer tells a long, boring 

version of an ancient myth. However, the Host is very impressed by the serious moral tone of 

this inferior tale and is hightly complimentary. 

Since the myth just told involved a wise and patient wife, Harry Bailley takes this opportunity to 

criticize his own shrewish wife. He then digresses further with a brief commentary on monks 

which leads him to call upon the pilgrim Monk for his contribution to the entertainment. 

The Monk belies his fun-loving appearance by giving a disappointing recital about famous 

figures who are brought low by fate. The Monk's subject is so dreary that the Knight stops him, 

and the Host berates him for lowering the morale of the party. When the Monk refuses to change 

his tone, the Nun's Priest accepts the Host's request for a happier tale. The Priest renders the 

wonderful fable of Chanticleer, a proud rooster taken in by the flattery of a clever fox. 

Harry Bailley is wildly enthusiastic about the Priest's tale, turning very bawdy in his praise. The 

earthy Wife of Bath is chosen as the next participant, probably because the Host suspects that she 

will continue in the same bawdy vein. However, the Wife turns out to be quite a philosopher, 

prefacing her tale with a long discourse on marriage. When she does tell her tale, it is about the 

marriage of a young and virile knight to an ancient hag. 

When the Wife has concluded, the Friar announces that he will tell a worthy tale about a 

summoner. He adds that everyone knows there is nothing good to say about summoners and tells 

a story which proves his point. 

Infuriated by the Friar's insulting tale, the Summoner first tells a terrible joke about friars and 

then a story which condemns them, too. His rendering is quite coarse and dirty. 

Hoping for something more uplifting next, the Host gives the Cleric his chance, reminding the 

young scholar not to be too scholarly and to put in some adventure. Obligingly, the Cleric 

entertains with his tale of the cruel Walter of Saluzzo who tested his poor wife unmercifully. 

The Cleric's tale reminds the Merchant of his own unhappy marriage and his story reflects his 

state. It is yet another tale of a bold, unfaithful wife in a marriage with a much older man. 



When the Merchant has finished, Harry Bailley again interjects complaints about his own 

domineering wife, but then requests a love story of the Squire. The young man begins an exotic 

tale that promises to be a fine romance, but Chaucer did not complete this story, so it is left 

unfinished. 

The dialogue resumes with the Franklin complimenting the Squire and trying to imitate his 

eloquence with an ancient lyric of romance. 

There is no conversation among the pilgrims before the Physician's tale. His story is set in 

ancient Rome and concerns a young virgin who prefers death to dishonor. 

The Host has really taken the Physician's sad story to heart and begs the Pardoner to lift his 

spirits with a happier tale. However, the other pilgrims want something more instructive, so the 

Pardoner obliges. After revealing himself to be a very wicked man, the Pardoner instructs the 

company with an allegory about vice leading three young men to their deaths. When he is 

finished, the Pardoner tries to sell his fake relics to his fellow travellers, but the Host prevents 

him, insulting and angering him in the process. The Knight has to intervene to restore peace. 

The Second Nun then tells the moral and inspiring life of St. Cecelia. About five miles later, a 

Canon and his Yeoman join the party, having ridden madly to catch up. Converstion reveals 

these men to be outlaws of sorts, but they are made welcome and invited to participate in the 

storytelling all the same. 

When the Canon's Yeoman reveals their underhanded business, the Canon rides off in a fit of 

anger, and the Canon's Yeoman relates a tale about a cheating alchemist, really a disclosure 

about the Canon. 

It is late afternoon by the time the Yeoman finishes and the Cook has become so drunk that he 

falls off his horse. There is an angry interchange between the Cook and the Manciple, and the 

Cook has to be placated with more wine. The Manciple then tells his story, which is based on an 

ancient myth and explains why the crow is black. 

At sundown the Manciple ends his story. The Host suggests that the Parson conclude the day of 

tale-telling with a fable. However, the Parson preaches a two-hour sermon on penitence 

instead. The Canterbury Tales end here. 

Although Chaucer actually completed only about one-fifth of the proposed 120 tales before his 

death, The Canterbury Tales reflects all the major types of medieval literature. They are defined 

for the reader as follows: 

Romance: a narrative in metrical verse; tales of love, adventure, knightly combat, and ceremony. 

Fabliau: stories based on trickery and deception; often involves adultery 

Myth: a story originating in classical literature 

Breton Lais: a type of fairy tale; set in the Brittany province of France; contains fairies, elves, 

folk wisdom, and folktales 



Beast Fable: animals personify human qualities and act out human situations; usually teaches a 

lesson 

Sermon: a Christian lesson 

Exemplum: a story which teaches a well-known lesson 

Saint's Legend: inspiring story of the life and death of a saint 

Miracle Story: one in which a saint or the Virgin Mary intervenes with a miracle in response to 

the faithfulness of a follower 

Allegory: a tale in which persons represent abstract qualities; i.e., Death, Virtue, Love 

Mock Romance: parodies, or makes fun of, the usual subjects of a romance 

These genres are further explained in the analyses of individual tales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    TO HIS COY MISTRESS  

                                                                                                    -MARVEL 

"To His Coy Mistress" is divided into three stanzas or poetic paragraphs. It’s spoken by a 

nameless man, who doesn’t reveal any physical or biographical details about himself, to a 

nameless woman, who is also biography-less. 

 

During the first stanza, the speaker tells the mistress that if they had more time and space, her 

"coyness" (see our discussion on the word "coy" in "What’s Up With the Title?") wouldn’t be a 

"crime." He extends this discussion by describing how much he would compliment her and 

admire her, if only there was time. He would focus on "each part" of her body until he got to the 

heart (and "heart," here, is both a metaphor for sex, and a metaphor for love). 

 



In the second stanza he says, "BUT," we don’t have the time, we are about to die! He tells her 

that life is short, but death is forever. In a shocking moment, he warns her that, when she’s in the 

coffin, worms will try to take her "virginity" if she doesn’t have sex with him before they die. If 

she refuses to have sex with him, there will be repercussions for him, too. All his sexual desire 

will burn up, "ashes" for all time. 

 

In the third stanza he says, "NOW," I’ve told you what will happen when you die, so let’s have 

sex while we’re still young. Hey, look at those "birds of prey" mating. That’s how we should do 

it – but, before that, let’s have us a little wine and time (cheese is for sissies). Then, he wants to 

play a game – the turn ourselves into a "ball" game. (Hmmm.) He suggests, furthermore, that 

they release all their pent up frustrations into the sex act, and, in this way, be free. 

 

In the final couplet, he calms down a little. He says that having sex can’t make the "sun" stop 

moving. In Marvell’s time, the movement of the sun around the earth (we now know the earth 

rotates around the sun) was thought to create time. Anyway, he says, we can’t make time stop, 

but we can change places with it. Whenever we have sex, we pursue time, instead of time 

pursuing us. This fellow has some confusing ideas about sex and time. Come to think of it, we 

probably do, too. "To His Coy Mistress" offers us a chance to explore some of those confusing 

thoughts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A Valediction: forbidding Mourning” 

                                                    -DONNE 

Summary 

The speaker explains that he is forced to spend time apart from his lover, but before he leaves, he 

tells her that their farewell should not be the occasion for mourning and sorrow. In the same way 

that virtuous men die mildly and without complaint, he says, so they should leave without “tear-

floods” and “sigh-tempests,” for to publicly announce their feelings in such a way would profane 

their love. The speaker says that when the earth moves, it brings “harms and fears,” but when the 

spheres experience “trepidation,” though the impact is greater, it is also innocent. The love of 

“dull sublunary lovers” cannot survive separation, but it removes that which constitutes the love 



itself; but the love he shares with his beloved is so refined and “Inter-assured of the mind” that 

they need not worry about missing “eyes, lips, and hands.” 

Though he must go, their souls are still one, and, therefore, they are not enduring a breach, they 

are experiencing an “expansion”; in the same way that gold can be stretched by beating it “to 

aery thinness,” the soul they share will simply stretch to take in all the space between them. If 

their souls are separate, he says, they are like the feet of a compass: His lover’s soul is the fixed 

foot in the center, and his is the foot that moves around it. The firmness of the center foot makes 

the circle that the outer foot draws perfect: “Thy firmness makes my circle just, / And makes me 

end, where I begun.” 

Form 

The nine stanzas of this Valediction are quite simple compared to many of Donne’s poems, 

which utilize strange metrical patterns overlaid jarringly on regular rhyme schemes. Here, each 

four-line stanza is quite unadorned, with an ABAB rhyme scheme and an iambic tetrameter 

meter. 

Commentary 

“A Valediction: forbidding Mourning” is one of Donne’s most famous and simplest poems and 

also probably his most direct statement of his ideal of spiritual love. For all his erotic carnality in 

poems, such as “The Flea,” Donne professed a devotion to a kind of spiritual love that 

transcended the merely physical. Here, anticipating a physical separation from his beloved, he 

invokes the nature of that spiritual love to ward off the “tear-floods” and “sigh-tempests” that 

might otherwise attend on their farewell. The poem is essentially a sequence of metaphors and 

comparisons, each describing a way of looking at their separation that will help them to avoid the 

mourning forbidden by the poem’s title. 

First, the speaker says that their farewell should be as mild as the uncomplaining deaths of 

virtuous men, for to weep would be “profanation of our joys.” Next, the speaker compares 

harmful “Moving of th’ earth” to innocent “trepidation of the spheres,” equating the first with 

“dull sublunary lovers’ love” and the second with their love, “Inter-assured of the mind.” Like 

the rumbling earth, the dull sublunary (sublunary meaning literally beneath the moon and also 



subject to the moon) lovers are all physical, unable to experience separation without losing the 

sensation that comprises and sustains their love. But the spiritual lovers “Care less, eyes, lips, 

and hands to miss,” because, like the trepidation (vibration) of the spheres (the concentric globes 

that surrounded the earth in ancient astronomy), their love is not wholly physical. Also, like the 

trepidation of the spheres, their movement will not have the harmful consequences of an 

earthquake. 

The speaker then declares that, since the lovers’ two souls are one, his departure will simply 

expand the area of their unified soul, rather than cause a rift between them. If, however, their 

souls are “two” instead of “one”, they are as the feet of a drafter’s compass, connected, with the 

center foot fixing the orbit of the outer foot and helping it to describe a perfect circle. The 

compass (the instrument used for drawing circles) is one of Donne’s most famous metaphors, 

and it is the perfect image to encapsulate the values of Donne’s spiritual love, which is balanced, 

symmetrical, intellectual, serious, and beautiful in its polished simplicity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Epithalamion 

                                -SPENSER          

Epithalamion is an ode written to commemorate the nuptials of the speaker and his bride. The 

song begins before dawn and progresses through the wedding ceremony and into the 

consummation night of the newlywed couple. Throughout Epithalamion, the speaker marks time 

by referencing the physical movements of the wedding party, the positions of the sun and other 

celestial bodies, and the light and darkness that fill the day. 

Although firmly within the classical tradition, Epithalamion takes its setting and several of its 

images from Ireland, where Edmund Spenser's wedding to Elizabeth Boyle actually took place. 

Some critics have seen in this Irish connection a commentary within the poem of the proper 

relationship between ruling England (the groom) and subject Ireland (the bride). Spenser's love 

for the Irish countryside is clear through his vivid descriptions of the natural world surrounding 

the couple, while his political views regarding English supremacy is hinted at in the relationship 

between the bride and groom themselves. 

Other critics have seen Spenser's gift to his bride not simply as a celebration of their wedding 

day, but a poetic argument for the kind of husband-wife relationship he expects the two of them 

to have. 
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I FIND NO PEACE 

- WYATT 

Summary 

The narrator expresses his despair with diametrically opposed concepts. He is unable to rest, and 

yet he has no fight left in him. He is optimistic yet afraid, he is ablaze yet frozen. He is soaring, 

yet cannot take off; he has nothing, yet he holds the whole world. Though there are no locks 

strong enough to imprison him, he cannot escape. The narrator feels he has no control over 

whether he lives or dies. He can see without his eyes, and complains without a tongue. He says 

he wishes to expire, and yet demands strength. By line 11 he reveals a less paradoxical contrast: 

that he loves another therefore must not love himself. He revels in the joy of the sadness and 

discomfort of this love, and although the situation is almost like a living death, the cause of his 

pain is his greatest pleasure. 

Analysis 

The confusion, ambiguity and vacillation of feelings and emotions connected with love is the 

subject of this sonnet, which is a translation of Petrarch’s sonnet 104. The poem is built from 

opposite sentiments and ideas to reflect the full range of feeling that love can provoke. While it 

seems that this relationship is an impossible affair that leads him to the brink of despair, the poet 

also seems intoxicated by it. The opening image of war and peace also reminds us of Wyatt’s 

diplomatic and ambassadorial duties, the vast changes in allegiance that he saw within his term 

of office and the challenges of the international political arena at this time. 

The metaphors used highlight the physical extremes such as burning and freezing to connote the 

psychological consequences of the dramatic emotions involved. Love in the tudor court was 

often fraught with social implications, particularly as the king himself was involved in numerous 

precarious romantic relationships. But, the idea of being incarcerated despite the fact that no 

bonds could hold him reminds us that the resultant torture is one which the narrator is willingly 

subjecting himself to. Alas, he derives pleasure from the situation that directly causes his pain. 

Line 11 is interesting as these two ideas are not usually mutually exclusive: it is possible to love 

another and oneself. However, Wyatt is perhaps indicating that the relationship is one dictated by 

the heart rather than the head; though the love feels right, the narrator cannot quiet his mind to 

the unsettling knowledge that his love is not a practical or logical choice. If he is prepared to put 

himself in danger for his love, he must not care enough about himself to prevent his own 

destruction. In the final rhyming couplet, the narrator makes it clear that he understand that that 

which gives him the most pleasure is that which causes him them. 

 

 

 

 



 

Tamburlaine the Great Summary 

- MARLOWE 

The play Tamburlaine the Great begins with a prologue declaring that the play with not focus on 

petty subjects that are discussed in other plays, and that it will instead be about a great conqueror 

and his victories. 

Act 1 opens with Mycetes, the king of Persia, complaining to his brother Cosroe about a 

Scythian shepherd named Tamburlaine who, together with his band of outlaws, causes him 

trouble. Cosroe starts criticizing his brother for being week and foolish, and yet the king does 

nothing to stop him. In an attempt to stop Tamburlaine from entering Persia, Mycetes sends his 

chief captain, Theridamas, to kill Tamburlaine. After Theridamas and Mycetes leave the stage, 

Cosroe is told that the Persians don’t like Mycetes as king; they offer him the crown, which 

Cosroe accepts. 

Tamburlaine appears for the first time in the second scene, when he captures Zenocrate, the 

Egyptian princess. Tamburlaine starts declaring his love for her and promises to make her a 

queen. Theridamas arrives with an army twice as big as Tamburlaine’s, but is convinced to 

switch sides and becomes loyal to Tamburlaine. 

Cosroe also joins Tamburlaine, hoping that he will be able to take his brother’s throne with the 

help of Tamburlaine’s army. When Mycetes hears about what happened, is advised by Meander 

to throw gold on the battlefield in an effort to distract the soliders. Tamburlaine comes in when 

Mycetes tries to hide his crown. Instead of taking it then, Tamburlaine lets Mycetes hold the 

crown until he destroys his army. 

After Tamburlaine wins the fight, Cosroe flees with the crown to Persepolis. Tamburlaine 

challenges Cosroe and wins, Cosroe dying in the process. 

The third act begins with the Turkish Emperor Bajazeth discussing Tamburlaine with his kings. 

They all agree that Tamburlaine must be stopped from entering the Turkish Empire. 

In the next scene, Tamburlaine walks in on Lord Agydas telling Zenocrate to not let herself be 

manipulated by Tamburlaine; Zenocrate tells Agydas that she wants to marry Tamburlaine. 

When Agydas realizes that Tamburlaine heard what he said, he stabs himself, preferring to kill 

himself rather than letting Tamburlaine torture him. 

In the next act, Tamburlaine defeats the Turkish emperor, making Bajazeth and his wife, Zabina, 

his slaves. Tamburlaine and Zenocrate then enjoy torturing and humiliating Bajazeth and Zabina. 

Zenocrate’s father, the sultan of Egypt, vows to stop Tamburlaine with the help of the Arabian 

king. Despite Zenocrate’s pleas, Tamburlaine prepares to attack Egypt. 

Tamburlaine’s army attacks Damascus and the governor sends a group of virgins for 

Tamburlaine’s army as an attempt to stop them from attacking. Tamburlaine declines his offer; 

he has the virgins slaughtered and then displayed on the city walls. 

While Tamburlaine is at war with Egypt, Bajazeth kills himself by bashing his head into a wall, 

not being able to endure the humiliation any longer. When Zabine sees him, she does the same 

thing, running headfirst into the walls of her husband’s cell. 

Tamburlaine wins the battle against the sultan and the king of Arabia. While the king of Arabia 

dies, Tamburlaine spares the sultan and gives him more territory than before. 

http://www.gradesaver.com/tamburlaine-the-great
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After the battle with the sultan, Tamburlaine returns to Zenocrate and crowns her queen of 

Persia, thus ending the first part of the play. 

The second part opens with Sigismond, the king of Hungary, and Orcanes, the king of Natolia, 

signing a truce while Tamburlaine advances towards Natolia. 

Back in Egypt, Bajazeth’s son, Callapine, manages to escape from Tamburlaine’s prisons by 

bribing his jailer, promising him a kingdom. 

Tamburlaine teaches his three sons about war; while two of them are just like him, cruel and 

eager to be on the battlefield, one of them, Calyphas, doesn’t have the same mentality as 

Tamburlaine does. After that, Tamburlaine meets with Theridamas, Techelles, 

and Usumcasane and they prepare to march towards Natolia. 

In the next act, Sigismond breaks his vow and attacks Natolia while Tamburlaine does. However, 

Orcanes defeats them, believing that he won because Sigismond broke the vow he made to the 

Christian savior. 

Hearing that Zenocrate became ill, Tamburlaine returns to her. Zenocrate dies and Tamburlaine 

burns down the city where she died, forbidding anyone to rebuild it. 

Callapine is crowned as the Turkish emperor and swears that he will revenge his father’s death 

and the humiliations he suffered. 

Theridamas and Techelles march northward, where they conquer another city. The captain of 

that city dies; Theridamas and Techelles take his wife, Olympia, with them. Tamburlaine and 

Usumcasane then parlay with Callapine and his subsidiary kings, threatening each other and 

boasting. 

Act 4 opens with Calyphas' brothersharrassing him, looking for a fight. He refuses; when 

Tamburlaine returns, he stabs Calyphas, thus killing his own son. Tamburlaine then orders the 

Turkish concubines to go and bury his son. He then goes away in a chariot pulled by the kings of 

the lands he conquered, and tells his soldiers to rape the Turkish concubines. 

Meanwhile, Theridamas falls in love with Olympia and tries to court her, but she refuses his 

advances. Olympia tricks Theridamas into killing her, telling him that she has an ointment that 

can protect a person from getting wounded when stabbed. 

Tamburlaine continues his conquests and arrives in Babylon. There, he hangs the governor of the 

city, orders every Babylonian drowned, and burns Islamic religious books. Tamburlaine returns 

to Persia feeling very ill. On the way back, they are attacked by Callapine, who is forced to run 

away. In Persia, Tamburlaine names Amyras his successor to the throne before dying. 

The play ends with the lamentations of Tamburlaine’s son, Amyras, fearing that he will never be 

as great as his father. 
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THE ALCHEMIST 

                          -BEN JONSON 

A recurring dream troubles Santiago, a young and adventurous Andalusian shepherd. He has the 

dream every time he sleeps under a sycamore tree that grows out of the ruins of a church. During 

the dream, a child tells him to seek treasure at the foot of the Egyptian pyramids. Santiago 

consults a gypsy woman to interpret the dream, and to his surprise she tells him to go to Egypt. A 

strange, magical old man named Melchizedek, who claims to be the King of Salem, echoes the 

gypsy’s advice and tells Santiago that it is his Personal Legend to journey to the pyramids. 

Melchizedek convinces Santiago to sell his flock and set off to Tangier. When Santiago arrives 

in Tangier, a thief robs him, forcing him to find work with a local crystal merchant. The 
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conservative and kindly merchant teaches Santiago several lessons, and Santiago encourages the 

merchant to take risks with his business. The risks pay off, and Santiago becomes a rich man in 

just a year. 

Santiago decides to cash in his earnings and continue pursuing his Personal Legend: to find 

treasure at the pyramids. He joins a caravan crossing the Sahara desert toward Egypt and meets 

an Englishman who is studying to become an alchemist. He learns a lot from the Englishman 

during the journey. For one, he learns that the secret of alchemy is written on a stone called the 

Emerald Tablet. The ultimate creation of alchemy is the Master Work, which consists of a solid 

called the Philosophers Stone that can turn lead to gold, and a liquid called the Elixir of Life that 

can cure all ills. Santiago learns the Englishman is traveling with the caravan to the Saharan 

oasis of Al-Fayoum, where a powerful, 200-year-old alchemist resides. The Englishman plans to 

ask the alchemist the secret of his trade. 

As it turns out, the caravan must make an extended stop in Al-Fayoum in order to avoid 

increasingly violent tribal wars taking place in the desert. There, Santiago falls in love 

with Fatima, who lives at the oasis. During a walk in the desert, Santiago witnesses an omen that 

portends an attack on the historically neutral oasis. He warns the tribal chieftains of the attack, 

and as a result, Al-Fayoum successfully defends itself against the assault. The alchemist gets 

word of Santiago’s vision and invites Santiago on a trip into the desert, during which he teaches 

Santiago about the importance of listening to his heart and pursuing his Personal Legend. He 

convinces Santiago to leave Fatima and the caravan for the time to finish his journey to the 

pyramids, and he offers to accompany Santiago on the next leg of his trip. 

While the alchemist and Santiago continue through the desert, the alchemist shares much of his 

wisdom about the Soul of the World. They are mere days away from the pyramids when a tribe 

of Arab soldiers captures them. In exchange for his life and the life of Santiago, the alchemist 

hands over to the tribe all of Santiago’s money and tells the soldiers that Santiago is a powerful 

alchemist who will turn into wind within three days. Santiago feels alarmed because he has no 

idea how to turn into the wind, and over the next three days he contemplates the desert. On the 

third day, he communicates with the wind and the sun and coaxes them to help him create a 

tremendous sandstorm. He prays to the Hand That Wrote All, and at the height of the storm he 

disappears. He reappears on the other side of the camp, and the tribesmen, awed by the power of 

the storm and by Santiago’s ability, let him and the alchemist go free. 
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The alchemist continues to travel with Santiago as far as a Coptic monastery several hours from 

the pyramids. There, he demonstrates to Santiago his ability to turn lead into gold using the 

Philosopher’s Stone. He gives Santiago gold and sends him off. Santiago begins digging for the 

treasure at the foot of the pyramids, but two men accost him and beat him. When Santiago 

speaks to them about his dream vision, they decide he must have no money and let him live. 

Before leaving, one of the men tries to illustrate the worthlessness of dreams by telling Santiago 

about his own dream. It concerns a treasure buried in an abandoned church in Spain where a 

sycamore tree grows. The church is the same one in which Santiago had his original dream, and 

he finally understands where his treasure is. He returns to Spain to find a chest of jewels and 

gold buried under the tree, and plans to return with it to Al-Fayoum, where he will reunite with 

Fatima, who awaits him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

SPANISH GYPSY 

- MIDDLETON 

Roderigo, son of the corregidor of Madrid, was a pleasure-bent, reckless youth. One night, while 

roaming about the outskirts of the city with two young noblemen, he acted on a rash and 

outrageous impulse. When a pretty girl came along, accompanied by her elderly parents, 

Roderigo decided to have some fun; on the spur of the moment he determined to kidnap her. 

After a bit of urging he won the somewhat reluctant cooperation of Louis de Castro and Diego, 

who restrained the distraught mother and father while Roderigo carried off the protesting 

maiden. Taking her to his apartment in the corregidor’s palace, Roderigo yielded to his lust and 

raped her. Meanwhile, back on the road, Louis learned to his dismay that the mistreated family 

was that of Pedro de Cortes, an influential Spanish don. Worse still, the girl stolen by Roderigo 

under the cloak of night was Clara, the object of Louis’ own affections. 

Clara, overcome by shame, asked Roderigo to kill her, whereupon he sullenly strode from the 

apartment. While he was gone, Clara examined the room for any clues to the identity of her 

attacker. From the window she saw below a starlit garden containing a curious alabaster 

fountain. In the chamber itself she discovered a precious crucifix, which she quickly concealed in 

her bosom as she heard Roderigo’s footsteps approaching once more. 

Beginning to feel repentant for his deed, Roderigo readily agreed when Clara asked him never to 

speak of her ravishment and to take her back to the road where he met her. Afterward, meeting 

the anxious Louis, Roderigo denied harming the girl. Nevertheless, he found himself falling in 

love with her. To avoid seeking her out again, he planned to leave Madrid for studies in 

Salamanca. 

At an inn of Madrid, the gipsies danced and sported for their admiring following. Disguised as 

their leader was Alvarez de Castilla, banished from Spain in previous years for the death of 

Louis de Castro’s father. With Alvarez was his wife Guiamara and her niece Constanza, both 

supposed to have been lost earlier in a shipwreck. Constanza, called Pretiosa among the gipsies, 

was the great attraction to their audiences. Young and very beautiful, she was a magnet for the 

young gentlemen of the city. Deeply in love with her was John, son of a Spanish nobleman. 

Constanza, half in play, told him that if he would turn gipsy for two years she would requite his 

love; and he immediately took steps to comply with her conditions. 

When Louis tried to tell Clara of his love, she skillfully managed to parry his proposal of 

marriage. To her father, Louis revealed that Fernando, the corregidor, wished to pardon and 

recall Alvarez from banishment. To this proposal he had sought the agreement of Louis, and 

Louis now requested the... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           OF TRAVEL 

- BACON 

Preface This is one of the most important writings about travel, but there was nothing new in 

what Nugent said. Before this the classic writings of Oratio, Strabone and Pausania understood 

that dilettare (to give pleasure) and istruire (to teach) was, and is even today, the goal of good 

teaching. These travels, were done by rich British young men, the goal was to complete their 

education. In the 1790’s, in his writings “The Voyage of Italy”, Richard Lassels called them 

“The Grand Tour”. The travels represented a formation and education period ,during which 

young men matured, so when they returned to their country they could take their place in society. 



For this reason The Grand Tour had to last according to the family’s wealth. At the beginning 

people that went for The Grand Tour usually visited only Northern Italy, then they also went to 

Naples and then even to Sicily. According to Doctor Johnson, the man who had not been to Italy 

was conscious of his inferiority. This is a passage (from the work of Francis Bacon called “Of 

Travel”, written in 1615) that the English travellers know “by hearth”. Carmelo Mangano – 

http://www.englishforitalians.com – for private or academic use only. 2 Francis Bacon - Of 

Travel This passage speaks about Francis Bacon’s ideas about travelling. He advises people that 

want to go to a foreign country, first to learn the language of the country they want to visit. He 

says that travelling is part of young people’s education and a good experience for all people. He 

says that young people should travel with a tutor or a servant. “Francis Bacon was writing this 

for rich people of course, because only they had servants and tutors”. The tutors or servants 

should visit a country before, so they can give good advice about the places and people that the 

young men are going to see. When they go for sea-voyages young men should write diaries 

because during these voyages, there is nothing to see, except the sky and the sea. In land-travel 

they shouldn’t write any diaries, because there are many things to do and see. The most 

important things to visit in foreign countries are: the courts of princes, the courts of justice, the 

churches, the monasteries, the monuments, the walls and the fortifications, the libraries, the 

colleges and treasuries of jewels and rarities. According to Bacon if somebody wants to do a 

journey, and he has a young man to take with him, he should have some knowledge of the 

language, he should take a diary with him and not stay long in the same city. He should change 

his lodging from one part of the town to another. He shouldn’t stay with his countrymen, but in 

the good company of the people he is visiting. He should get in touch with the people where he 

goes, so that they can help him to visit and know the things that he likes. In this way he doesn’t 

waste any time. He should avoid the company of choleric and quarrelsome people. When he 

returns home he shouldn’t forget the places and the manners of the people where he stayed. An 

important thing is that he shouldn’t change his country manners for those of the foreign countries 

he has visited. 

 

 

 

 

 

Of Love by Sir Francis Bacon 

 

             Sir Francis Bacon was a famous English essayist, lawyer, philosopher and statesman 

who had a major influence on the philosophy of science. In his time Bacon wrote sixty different 

essays. He devoted himself to writing and scientific work. His experiences make him an expert 

on the topic of love. Francis Bacon's essay Of Love is an essay about love. The purpose of the 

essay is to explain love and the affects it has on all kinds of people. The essay informs the reader 



that no matter what type of person you are love will have an effect on you. There is no escaping 

it. Bacon states, "For there was never proud man thought so absurdly well of himself, as the 

lover doth of the person loved; and therefore it was well said, that it is impossible to love, and to 

be wise." The translation of this statement is that love makes us do crazy things. 

             Bacon's intended audience to his essay is everyone who has been in love or contemplated 

about being in love. No one type of audience is excluded from this essay because love affects 

everyone. The author assumes that we all know what love is but he wants us to understand that 

love, whether contemplated by persons with strong characters or weak characters, love has the 

power to affect both. The example Bacon uses is Marcus Antonius who is described as 

voluptuous and inordinate, meaning given to excess. He also uses the example of Appius 

Claudius who is described as austere and wise. These two men are very different in character, but 

that does not matter. Love is going to affect them in one way or another. Bacon states, "Love can 

find entrance, not only into an open heart, but also into a heart well fortified, if watch be not well 

kept." Bacon's point of view is directly stated in the essay. It says, "By how much the more, men 

ought to beware of this passion, which loseth not only other things, but itself!" What Bacon is 

trying to say is that mankind needs to... 

 

 

 

 

                                                               OF DEATH 

 

When completing a literary analysis, a reader must examine the purpose behind how and why a 

text was written. Authors make very specific literary and stylistic choices for very specific 

reasons. A reader completing an analysis must pay attention to these things. 

In regards to his essay "Of Death," Bacon hides makes no restraints. The essay opens stating 

"Men fear death." Immediately after, he compares this fear to the fear felt by children when 



afraid of the dark. Although nothing really exists within the dark to support the fear, it is the fear 

of what could be there which increases and enforces the fear. Bacon's essay, then, is meant to 

enlighten the reader in regards to why one should not fear death. Essentially, Bacon's argument 

lies in the fact that death is natural, and, for that reason, it should not be feared. Therefore, 

Bacon's purpose lies in comforting his reader about the concepts surrounding and existing within 

death.  

The repetition of the "s," "m, and "f" " sounds illustrates Bacon's purpose. "S's" (should, 

sometimes, superstition) are sibilants. These sounds tends to be soft and comforting (when used 

correctly). "M's" (meditations, mixtures), on the other hand, are nasals. These sounds soften and 

calm. "F" (fingers, friar, fear) sounds are fricatives and can be hard or voiceless. In Bacon's 

essay, many of the "f" sounds are voiceless (which, again, add to the calming nature of the 

essay).  

Overall, Bacon's language choices and stylistic choices insure the message of his essay (that 

death should be accepted and not feared) is heard. The essay's movement allows for the reader to 

become comfortable with death since the fear is compared to a child's fear of the dark (which, as 

an adult, the reader may have already overcome). By bringing forward a prior emotion and 

victory over a previous fear, Bacon illustrates the reasoning behind one not possessing a fear of 

death.  

 

 

 

 

                                                       OF YOUTH AND AGE 

In the essay called “Of Youth and Age” by Francis Bacon, the youth group is strongly supported 

for being imaginative at a young age. I like many other people will have to agree with this 

statement because youths have more energy, and are ready to take up challenges. In this age you 

do not think about the consequences you just do what you can without thinking twice about 

it.This is the age of love, career, experimentation and see the world in new ways. This age group 

are young and therefore not yet corrupted with the world around them. They think on their own 

and have a life that is filled with new things everyday. Being a teenager, I know why youths have 

so much energy and why they would make perfect for any kind of job. As you grow up you see 

and learn more about the world, so by the time you are older you know much about the world. 

However, if you are a youth, you have just come to know the world. You do not know get 

involved with other politics of life, and therefore you want to know more and experience 

different things. 

The Romantics favorite age groups was youth, because this is the age group where all the 

excitement of life takes place. This group comes up with new ideas, and are ready to take risks. 

This is what employers want to hire, people that are ready get things done with speed and 

efficiency. Youths have this in themselves. They do not think too much about the work. They 

hurry up and get things done. Whereas, an older man or a women will take their time making 

decisions, and worrying about their future. An older person may not be able to work at a very 



high speed. With the world getting so much more competitive, employers need young people to 

do their work at a high speed. Youths do not make rational decisions, and therefore the 

employers can easily exploit them at any point of the youth career; this also makes then the 

perfect age group to hire. 

Just getting out of some kind of education, youths are also filled with knowledge. They want to 

try different things and work on different experiments. Youths are the ones that are going to 

provide the rest of the world new products, and various kinds of technology. This is the kind of 

workers employers want to hire, someone that can give them new products that will sell in the 

market. The older generation in today's world are not that efficient with computers as a youth 

might be. Employers are constantly wanting to upgrade to the level of societies standards, and 

the younger generation are the perfect people to do such a job. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            OF GARDEN 

 

Bacon’s essay " Of Gardens" was written in his lively conversational English style, full of his 

own personal ideas and fancies. His notion was to put forward a scheme in better taste for the 

gardens he saw about him; he was always practical, and bore in mind what it was possible to do; 

moreover his aim was avowedly educational. The demand of Homer, which he puts at the head 

of the essay, that the garden should always show something in flower, is at once followed by a 

list of plants, soberly and methodically allotted to each particular month. [Bacon's essay is on 

the CD] 

The place he plans is expressly intended for a princely owner, and the thirty acres he demands 

for the whole is for those days a remarkably large area. We must here recall that Kenilworth had 

only one acre, and the large garden at Theobalds seven acres. But Bacon has only reserved 

twelve for his flower-garden proper, as he breaks up the whole estate into three parts : the house, 

as he insists in the essay, “ Of Building,” must have a way to the garden by open galleries—” 

The Row of Return, on the Banquet Side, let it be all Stately Galleries “—but this demand was 

not carried out at Bacon’s own place, and the open veranda has never played a great part in 

English country houses, for an Englishman likes to go straight out of a room into the open air 

and sit there. 

Next to the house there is to be a lawn, with an avenue of trees in the middle, and covered shady 

walks on either side. “ Nothing is more pleasant to the Eye, than green Grass kept finely shorn.” 

Bacon prefers this to a parterre proper, for the knotted beds cut separately “ with divers Coloured 

Earths,” seem to him childish : “ they be but Toys; you may see as good Sights many Times in 

Tarts.” 
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The main garden is in the middle of the estate. It is exactly square, “ encompassed on all the four 

sides with a Stately Arched Hedge . . . over the Arches let there be an Entire Hedge . . . and upon 

the Upper Hedge, over every Arch, a little Turret with a Belly, enough to receive a Cage of Birds 

; and over every Space, between the Arches, some other little Figure, with Broad Plates of Round 

Coloured Glass, gilt, for the Sun to play upon. But this Hedge I intend to be raised upon a Bank, 

not steep, but gently slope, • . . set all with Flowers . . . on either side Ground enough for 

diversity of Side Alleys.” 

The trees are to be of different kinds, and some of them fruit-trees, The walks are enclosed by 

hedges, and there is a mound at each end for the sake of getting a view over the wall. In these 

avenues one can walk if shade is wanted, for the main garden itself must not be too full of 

bushes, but should be open and airy, while on both sides there ought to be rather sunny walks 

with fruit-trees and pretty arbours. This part should be intersected by wide dignified paths, and 

round the beds there may be a very low hedge and little pyramids. “ I, for my part, do not like 

Images cut out in Juniper; or other Garden Stuff; they be for Children.” 

In the centre there is to be a large mound, with spiral paths, wide and easy of ascent, and on the 

top “ some fine Banqueting House with some Chimneys neatly cast.” Water is a great ornament 

whether as an artistic fountain or as a bath, and the chief requisite is that the water shall always 

be kept clean, “for Pools mar all.” Marble or gilt statues may be good, but are of secondary 

importance. 

The third division of Bacon’s garden is what he calls “ the Heath.” This is to be half as big as the 

main garden, and as far as possible is to be of a natural wildness. 

Trees I would have none in it, but some Thickets made only of Sweetbriar, and Honeysuckle, 

and some Wild Vine amongst; and the Ground set with Violets, Strawberries, and Primroses. For 

these are sweet, and prosper in the Shade. And these to be in the Heath, here and there, not in any 

Order. I like also little Heaps, in the Nature of Mole-hills (such as are in Wild Heaths) to be set, 

some with Wild Thyme ; some with Pinks ; some with Germander, that gives a good Flower to 

the Eye ; some with Periwinkle; some with Violets; some with Strawberries; some with Cowslips 

; some with Daisies; some with Red Roses ; some with LiliumConvallium; some with Sweet 

Williams red ; some with Bears-Foot; and the like Low Flowers, being withal Sweet and Sightly. 

Part of which Heaps, to be with Standards, of little Bushes, pricked upon their Top, and Part 

without. The Standards to be Roses ; Juniper; Hollies; Bear-Berries (but here and there, because 

of the Smell of their Blossom) ; Red Currants ; Gooseberries; Rosemary; Bays; Sweetbriar; and 

such like. But these Standards, to be kept with Cutting, that they grow not out of Course. 

This description must be compared with that of an important Italian renaissance garden of about 

the same time [the essay was published in 1625]. If one is to see how entirely the two chief 

factors in the south, viz. stone building and (all-important) water are kept in the background by 

Bacon. In a country like Italy it is stone building that keeps house and garden united, and the 

arrangements for water are the connecting link between architecture and the world of plants. But 

all that Bacon asks for as extra trimmings—mostly frames or glass—is undeniably barbaric in its 

character; and this is all the more evident if compared with his refined taste in the arrangement of 

the plants themselves, where there is always delicacy in details. Refinement, rest and peace are 

the secret of the ideal, but in a real garden it would have been hard to find the proportions quite 

satisfactory. In any case, the very high hill in the middle must have made an uncomfortable break 

in the great parterre, and a fountain with sculpture would have been more attractive; but the 

raised side-paths round the middle garden are a happy thought. 

The entrance with the closely-mown lawn points the way to the English style, for in the 

treatment of superlatively beautiful lawns there has been, and still is, a very lovely and effective 



feature of English horticulture. Bacon’s idea of a heath is quite novel and very surprising. There 

seems to have been no living example of it, and it remained unique. For all its charm as an idea, 

it seems a great waste of space. Only in very recent days was this notion taken up and carried 

out, and then the interest in wild gardens has always been in the smaller places only. 

An unusual sidelight is thrown on this design by another literary record of the period. In 1613, on 

the eve of the Feast of the three Kings, the lawyers of Gray’s Innhad a masque in honour of Lord 

Somerset’s wedding. The stage directions describe a garden " of wonderful beauty"  which has 

more than one point  in common with Bacon’s. Here are the four quarters into which the whole 

garden is divided, with walks all the way round, but in the centre of the crossways there is a fine 

Neptune fountain. The god with his trident shakes water into a shell held up by three figures 

which are standing on a pillar. This garden has not only a brick wall covered with fruit-trees, but 

also a pretty hedge inside the wall, with balustrades and lions and unicorns, serving as torch-

holders. The great squares are enclosed with cypresses and junipers, and adorned with flowers 

and pyramids. At all the four corners there are pots full of pinks. At the end of the garden rises 

the mound, so steep that the steps are like seats covered with grass. Above there is a triple-arched 

arbour, covered with roses and honeysuckle and ornamented with turrets. Above it protrude the 

tops of fruit-trees. 

The fact that the flowers are artificial, and lighted by concealed lamps, and the trees and walls 

merely painted, is only the necessary presentation of a stage garden, which is very excellently 

imitated from the real thing. The mound also, made with steps, at the end of the garden, was 

common at that time, and has been kept here and there till the present day, as for example in 

the Rockingham garden, which in other respects is greatly changed. 
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                                      AN APOLOGIE FOR POETRY 

-                                           SIDNEY 

Analysis and Themes 

The Apology is one of those rare works that gracefully bridges the divide between philosophy 

and literature. The work is less concerned with asserting any particular philosophical doctrines 

than it is with creating a portrait of the ideal philosopher. On trial, with his life at stake, Socrates 

maintains his cool and unwaveringly defends his way of life as unassailably just. This speech has 

served as inspiration and justification for philosophical thinkers ever since. It is also valuable in 

that it links three major themes in Socratic thought: Socratic irony, the elenchus (the Socratic 

mode of inquiry), and the higher ethical concerns that dominate Socrates' life. 

The Delphic oracle, which proclaimed that Socrates was the wisest of men because he knows 

that he knows nothing, can be posited as the source of Socratic irony. This oracle has led 

Socrates to assume his highly ironic stance of confessing his own ignorance, and yet showing his 

interlocutors to be even more ignorant than he; great wisdom turns out, contrary to expectation, 

to reside in a humble acknowledgment of ignorance. With wisdom of this kind, Socrates does not 

take himself too seriously. Indeed, his wisdom is deeply humbling, as it casts all pretensions to 

human knowledge into question. With a smile, Socrates accepts that he is better off the less he 

thinks he knows, and passes this wisdom along with appropriate wit. 

This irony, then, deeply informs the elenchus, Socrates' preferred mode of inquiry. It is important 

to note that almost all written accounts of Socrates are dialogues (The Apology is an exception)--

Socrates never lectures on his beliefs in a one-sided manner. This supports the idea that Socrates 

has no knowledge of his own to put forward. His method of inquiry consists of identifying what 

his interlocutor thinks he knows, and then slowly dissecting those claims of knowledge. The 

Apology, however, is presented almost exclusively in the form of a monologue, because Socrates 

is not discussing and dismantling any one particular claim so much as he is laying out the 

method behind these dismantlings. As such, it is an invaluable commentary on the other 

dialogues. 

The elenchus acts to disabuse Socrates' interlocutors of their pretensions and thereby deepens 

their wisdom. For Socrates, wisdom and virtue are closely connected, so his efforts serve to 



improve society as a whole. In Socrates' view, if we are all wise, none of us will ever do wrong, 

and our self-knowledge will lead to healthier, more fulfilling lives. Thus, the philosopher, 

according to Socrates, does not merely follow abstract intellectual pursuits for the sake of 

amusement, but is engaged in activities of the highest moral value. 
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